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Problem: Ventricular fibrillation during a PTCA and balloon dilatation in
the heart catheter laboratory always appears as “sudden and unforeseeable
event” – as well as any other disease does. In consequence it means that
events / symptoms / structural changes must happen and become visible
before any action and regulation by a physician is possible. This is the reason
why the development of all diagnosis tools aimes at a detection of the event
as early as possible.
Prognoses on the basis of objective parameters could help to foresee these
“sudden events” or even prevent them.
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Solution: Measuring skin conductivity and body temperature under stress
Karl Hecht found out, that his results were to interpret in analogy to the laws
of quantum physics.
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These measurements to:
The “minute rhythms” are of high importance for the organization of the
complex human organism - Karl Hecht* and other chronobiologists showed.
Abbildung: 5
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Using a special algorhism of time series analysis of the skin conductivity and
body temperature under stress Karl Hecht could establish
demultiplicative/multiplicative “leaps” in the frequency of these minute
rhythms compared to resting phase frequencies.
The thesis of Karl Hecht is to verify and confirm once more. On the basis of
his thesis a new interpretation of this "suddenness" can be found, including a
new idea for developing a method to do prognoses.
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This implies a simultaneous observation on different levels: the level of
“pure macroscopic structure”, of the appearance of "sudden events”, their
effects and symptoms, and the level “beneath”, where the described events
are caused.
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This is the level of Virchow’s “control apparatuses” ** the level of the
biological rhythms. The observation of this level shows, that "trends" are to
be seen, developments that might focuse to a “sudden event” on the level
“above”. "Trend" describes the increasing insufficiency of the "controll
apparatuses"
Abbildung: 8
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and their coupled rhythms as an answer of the organism to lasting emotional
and somatic stress.
The progression of insufficiency is not a linear one but seems to base on
“gathering energy” by consumption processes.
To perpetuate the above thesis of Karl Hecht: the different biological
rhythms are the organizing units of a complex living organism. Biological
rhythms are generated via feedback of periodicities and oscillations of the
different metabolism and organ processes.
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This calls for a method, which permits simultaneous observation of different
time-space-levels and will allow to describe and evaluate the event/symptom
level as well as the rhythm’s level at the same moment.
As there is a different time/space effect on the different levels, conventional
methods of measurement techniques are not practicable. Continuous
observation, time-laps and slow-motion effects, that are demanded, are to put
into effect by sort of time series analysis.
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Result: The thesis of Karl Hecht is confirmed via the results of our study,
that we did in Friedrichshafen in the heart catheter laboratory of the hospital.
During a PTCA with balloon dilatation we took a long time ECG from the
patients and analysed it with the new time series algorithm.
Hecht's "quantum leaps" were noticed at the sreens of the 30 examined
patients.
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The volatile, selective, sudden event, to be seen at the structure level, is
defined as a trendy development on its causing level. The real cause lies in
the complex interaction of the biological rhythms, the insufficiency of the
control apparatus.
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Looking under these conditiones for being healthy or sick, both become a
new quality and must be differ into some diferent stages. They will not
happen in a sudden way, they are jumping from a beneath scale to a higher
one following the law of quantenmechanic.
Abbildung: 13

Outlook: The interpretation of the results leads to the following discussion:
The appliance of analogies in "quantum theory" and living organism confirm
an interpretation modus,that shows the time-space problem of events and the
requirement for continuous observation of different levels, the “level of
event” and the “level of causation”, the biological rhythms for example.
“Quantum leaps” are sort of “observation and measurement method
problem”.
Medical problems, that appear in the context of long-range flights in
aeroplanes or even spaceshuttles, can be handled in a new way, if they are
defined as “time-space problems”.
*Described in: Karl Hecht: „Emotioneller Stress durch Überforderung und
Unterforderung“, Schibri-Verlag, Berlin- Milow,2001, S. 193 ff.
**living cell = smallest unit of a living organism
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